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Introduction
The phrase "Trillion Sensor Universe," which is increasingly used in the literature, suggests that the Internet of Things era will involve an extremely large number of devices. In this situation, physical attacks on cryptosystems will increase due to relatively easy physical access to devices. Physical attacks on cryptosystems can be classified as; side-channel attacks (passive attacks), and fault attacks (active attacks). This paper focuses on fault attacks, which obtain stored secret data by intentionally injecting "faults" into the electronic circuit. For example, such faults can include forcible output of secret data. To develop countermeasures against fault attacks, it is necessary to restrict attacker's ability. This process is referred to as "attacker modeling," and the modeled results are referred to as a "fault model."
In this study, we focus on instruction skip and instruction replacement models. The instruction skip model faults, which allows an attacker to skip an assembly language instruction, has been observed on several embedded processor architectures and for several fault injection methods [1] - [5] . Manuscript Actually, the instruction skip model, a widely studied common fault model, is considered a subset of the instruction replacement model, in which attackers can replace an assembly language instruction. Here, replacements to No Operation (NOP) instructions correspond to the instruction skip [6] . Previous studies have reported that instruction replacement faults as well as some instruction skip faults occur on different architectures and through different fault injection means [1] , [3] . However, these faults should be referred to as instruction "corruption" rather than "replacement" because replacing an instruction with one the attackers want is difficult.
We propose the concept of a controllable instruction replacement technique where a running instruction can be change to a desired instruction. We demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed concept experimentally on a smartcardtype ARM SC100 microcontroller. The primary contributions of this study can be summarized as follows.
(I) Concept of controllable instruction replacement. To the best of our knowledge, the concept of how to inject controllable instruction replacement faults has not been described previously. In the proposed conceptualization, faults are injected into instruction codes being fetched using laser irradiation on the flash memory from which the target instruction codes are fetched. By using a laser to irradiate a sense amplifier on flash memory, it is expected that a logic value (1/0) issued by the sense amplifier will become faulty. Here, we assume that the nth sense amplifier reads the nth bit of instruction code; thus, aiming the laser at sense amplifiers enables us to control the position of the faulty bit in a replaced instruction.
(II) Demonstration of the feasibility of the proposed controllable instruction replacement concept. Laser experiments to demonstrate the concept of controllable instruction replacement were performed on an ARM secure processor. A laser irradiation environment was set up to control four laser parameters, i.e., irradiated point, duration, power and timing, to investigate how those parameters affect instruction replacement.
(III) Circumventing existing countermeasures against instruction skip using the controllable instruction replacement. Most previous studies on fault attacks against software consider instruction skip as a general fault model and propose attacks using and countermeasures against instruction skip. Instruction replacement model is an upper level notion of instruction skip model. Thus, the proposed controllable instruction replacement could com-Copyright c 2020 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers promise the security of existing countermeasures against instruction skip attacks. We describe instruction replacement attacks that circumvent existing countermeasures against instruction skip.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief overview of previous studies related to fault attacks and fault model. Section 3 introduces the concept of controllable instruction replacement based on laser irradiation of a sense amplifier in flash memory (the contribution (I)). The experimental setup used to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed concept is described in Sect. 4. In addition, experimental results using an ARM SC100 processor are provided (the contribution (II)). In Sect. 5, we describe an attack on existing countermeasures against instruction skip (the contribution (III)). Conclusions and suggestions for future work are given in Sect. 6.
Related Works
To construct countermeasures against fault attacks, an attacker's ability is abstracted as a "fault model." As shown in Table 1 , fault models are classified according to the level at which the faults occur. As mentioned previously, this study focuses on instruction skip and instruction replacement models.
Instruction Skip Model
Previous studies have reported the occurrence of instruction skip faults for several fault injection means on various devices, such as the clock glitch on the 8-bit AVR ATMega163 [1] and LEON3 processor [2] , electromagnetic irradiation on the 32-bit ARM Cortex-M3 [3] and the 32-bit ARMv7-M device [4] , and laser irradiation on the 32-bit ARM Cortex M3 [5] . Moreover, instruction skip faults cause upper-level IF skip and Loop Count skip faults. Differential fault analysis (DFA) techniques, which computes the candidates of a secret key with sets of a correct (fault-free) ciphertext and an incorrect (fault-injected) ciphertext, are often proposed based on these algorithmic level fault models; thus, the instruction skip model is considered to be a practical and common threat to software-implemented cryptosystems.
Instruction Replacement Model
In the instruction replacement model, attackers can replace a given instruction with a different instruction. The instruction skip model can be considered part of the instruction replacement model wherein a target instruction is replaced with a NOP instruction. Compared to the instruction skip model, the instruction replacement model represents significant threat. As mentioned previously, some experimental results reported that instruction replacement faults were observed on some devices. However, few studies focus primarily on instruction replacement and none consider developing countermeasures against the instruction replacements. Balasch et al. reported the occurrence of in- [7] .
In their experiments, 1-bit stuck-at-0 faults were observed during instruction fetch, and they claimed that their method could produce instruction replacements, such as replacing an AND instruction with an EOR instruction. However, as their proposed method reduces the supply voltage during entire program execution, it is not possible to select instructions to be fault-injected (i.e. instruction replacement timing). Table 2 compares the proposed method to previous studies about instruction replacement. As can be seen, instruction replacements in the previous studies can only control either instructions replacement timing or instructions after replacement. We propose a controllable instruction replacement method that can control both instruction replacement timing and instructions after replacement.
Proposed Method: Controllable Instruction Replacement by Irradiating Sense Amplifier in Flash Memory with Laser
This section explains the basic concept behind producing the controllable instruction replacement, i.e., the laser irradiation of a sense amplifier on a flash memory chip. Most electronic devices with cryptographic modules include flash memory to store binary programs. However, it is easy to imagine that laser irradiation of flash memory can corrupt the instructions read from the memory. Prior to introducing the proposed method, we first explain the structure and read operation of a typical flash memory device. Note that the proposed method targets NORtype flash memory and a non instruction cache architecture. Figure 1 shows flash memory implemented on a target device with a w-bit data bus (one instruction = w bits). The flash memory has w columns in the cell array, and the cells in the nth column contain the nth bits of the binary instructions. The flash memory read operation begins with selecting a memory cell that corresponds to the read address of each column, by asserting a word line (WL) and pre-charging a bit line (BL). When the selected cell stores "0," the gate of the cell is open. Therefore, the pre-charged electrons are drawn to GND through the cell. When the selected cell stores "1," the gate of the cell is closed; thus, the pre-charged electrons remain on the bit line. As the current flow on the bit line is too weak to be handled as a single end signal, the sense amplifier amplifies the signal. A typical sense amplifier comprises two circuits: a current-to-voltage (I/V) converter and a comparator. The comparator compares the voltage produced by the I/V converter to a reference voltage value. Here, the comparator issues "1" if the reference voltage is the greater of the two values; otherwise, the comparator issues "0". The comparator is implemented as a differential amplifier, which amplifies the weak input differential signal by approximately 100 times and issues the logic value. The comparator also likely amplifies the current generated by the laser irradiation up to approximately 100 times. Therefore, we expect to achieve fault injection by irradiating sense amplifiers with a relatively weak (and inexpensive) laser.
In the following, we describe how the proposed method (laser irradiation of sense amplifier in flash memory) injects instruction replacement faults and controls them. Figure 1 (top right) shows an example timing chart for the sense amplifier operation without laser irradiation. Here, the bit sequence "10010" is read from the wth column. This sequence corresponds to the wth bits of instruction codes to be executed. Consider an example in which point A, which is the input port of the wth comparator ( Fig. 1 ) is irradiated with a laser. The timing chart is shown in Fig. 1 (bottom left) . The laser irradiation begins just before the rising edge of the fourth clock and finishes before the rising edge of the fifth clock. Here, electron and hole pairs generated by the laser increase the current flow through the read cell during irradiation. Then, the comparator issues erroneous values because the input current is greater than the reference current. If the period of the comparator's erroneous output spans the duration of an instruction fetch timing, a faulty value ("0" in this case) is latched in the instruction register. Since the latched value corresponds to the wth bit of the instruction to be executed, the irradiation of point A injects an instruction replacement fault, which makes the wth bit of the instruction "0." In addition, the irradiation timing just before the rising edge of the fourth clock injects a fault into the instruction fetched at the fourth clock because the laser duration spans the instruction fetch timing. From this result, we predict that laser irradiation timing can control which instruction is replaced.
Next, consider laser irradiation of point B (the reference input of the wth comparator). The timing chart is shown in Fig. 1 (bottom right). The laser irradiation begins just before the rising edge of the third clock, and finishes after the rising edge of the fifth clock; thus, the laser duration crosses the instruction fetch timing three times. Here, the laser irradiation increases the reference current. As a result, the comparator's output is fixed High value during the irradiation, and the faulty sequential value '110111" is latched. Although laser duration spans three instructions fetch timings, only 2 bits are replaced with "1". This indicates that the faults injected by the proposed method are stuck-at faults. In addition, as the laser irradiation duration increases, the number of affected instruction fetch timings increases; therefore, we predict that laser irradiation duration controls the number of instruction replacements. Moreover, although a stuck-at-0 fault occurs at point A, a stuckat-1 fault occurs at point B, which indicates that the irradiated point in the sense amplifier controls which faults are injected. Laser irradiation of the nth sense amplifier injects stuck-at faults in the nth bit of instruction codes; thus, the irradiated point can control which bit of the instruction code is injected with a fault. If multiple points are irradiated with laser, multiple bits of the instruction codes can be replaced. This fact provides important insight relating to an attacker's ability. For example, consider an attacker seeking to replace instruction Ins s with instruction Ins d . The number N of irradiated point required to replace Ins s with Ins d is the Hamming distance between the binary representation of Ins s and Ins d . A greater N value enhances the attacker's ability but increases the cost of the attack. For commercially available laser attack evaluation setup, N = 1 or N = 2. If N is greater than two, the optics becomes too complicated to design and construct a feasible experiment. In the experiments discussed in Sect. 4, we demonstrate the proposed method in the case of N = 1.
In the proposed controllable instruction replacement method, the following laser parameters control instruction replacement: (i) the laser irradiation point controls which bits are replaced with which value ("0" or "1"); (ii) the laser irradiation duration controls the number of instructions to be replaced; (iii) the laser irradiation timing controls which instructions are replaced. Section 4 discusses experiments conducted to confirm these points for N = 1 case.
Demonstration on an ARM Secure Processor

Experimental Environment
Here, we describe the laser setup and device under test (DUT) used in our instruction replacement experiments. The laser setup was optimized for backside laser irradiation. Note that devices manufactured using recent technology have multiple metal layers that function as shields against laser beams. To avoid the effects of these metal layers, the laser in the experimental setup was fired from the backside of the DUT, i.e., from the silicon substrate side. In this experiment, a smartcard-type ARM SC100 device is used as the DUT because it is easy to expose the silicon substrate of smartcard; thus, such devices are suitable for backside laser irradiation.
Laser Setup
The setup shown in Fig. 2 was assembled for backside laser irradiation. An infrared diode laser (Alphanov PDM+; wavelength 1064 nm) was selected and used to penetrate the silicon substrates of the DUT. The laser was installed in a simple optical system, and fired through a 20× objective lens (SIGMA KOKI PAL-20-NIR-LC00). The laser spot size through the objective lens is approximately 30-40 µm, which is large compared to the diffraction limit (approximately 1 µm), and thus easily achievable with a low quality laser and low quality optical system. The optical system included a specially made infrared ring light for backside imaging, which allowed observation of the circuit layout from the device's silicon substrate side. This enabled easier laser aiming.
With this laser setup, we could control the irradiated point, power, duration and timing laser parameters. The DUT was mounted on an XYZ stage, which allowed us to move the laser irradiation target manually. A stabilized power supply (Matsusada P4K18-2) was employed to control laser power. In addition, pulse signals were generated by a trigger generator to control laser duration and irradiation timing. Note that pulse width and pulse generation timing correspond to laser duration and irradiation timing, which were controlled by Windows OS computer. The trigger generator has a pattern-matching instrument (Riscure icWaves) that generated pulses when the power consumption pattern of the DUT matched a given reference pattern. Such patternmatching instrument is considered more practical in for a real-world attacker's situation because real-world devices often cannot issue trigger signal for laser irradiation.
Laser fault injection is occasionally considered an impractical threat due to its costs. Commercially available laser attack platforms often cost more than 100k EUR (approximately 150k EURO for the laser platform [8] ). To reduce the costs of the experimental setup, we selected and assembled components ourselves. As a result, the total cost of our experimental setup was approximately 30k EUR excluding the oscilloscope and icWaves, which are not included in standard commercial laser platforms.
IcWaves is an optional equipment in the standard commercial laser platforms because icWaves is not necessary for simple fault injection. However, for internal clocking devices such as the DUT in this paper, icWaves is useful to generate the laser shot timing synchronized with the target device. We purchased icWaves at approximately 40k EURO and use it in this paper. The cost comparison including icWaves is the following. Our platform: 30k + 40k = 70k EURO. Commercial platform 100k + 40k EURO. The difference remains about twice including icWaves.
Device Under Test (DUT)
A smartcard-type device is used as the DUT in the experiments conducted to evaluate instruction replacement via laser irradiation of flash memory. It is easy to expose the silicon substrate of such smartcard-type devices by cutting off the IC contact with a knife.
The DUT implements an ARM SC100 core, which is a secure core of the ARM7 family (ARMv4T architecture) and is fabricated according to 90-130 nm process rule.
ARM7 family is a relatively old; however, it has been implemented on a number of devices, such as cellular phones and SIM cards. The ARM7 family applies the von Neumann architecture and a three-stage pipeline, i.e., fetch, decode, and execution. On the DUT, data and programs are stored in the same memory space, and memory instructions and branch instructions take a few cycles, whereas ALU instructions complete within a single cycle. Note that no memory protection or cache mechanisms were employed in these experiments. Here, the fetch stage was targeted for laser irradiation to replace the instructions to be executed. The SC100 core is a secure core; thus, it is conjectured that some antitamper mechanism is implemented in this device. However, the flash memory is considered a peripheral unit; therefore, we predict that the proposed instruction replacement method is feasible on the DUT.
The DUT has 64 KB ROM and 4 KB RAM for user space, in which the experimental test programs were stored. An internal clock operates the DUT, and its frequency was estimated as approximately 9 MHz by oscilloscope measurement. Relative to other security mechanisms, the DUT employs data storage scrambling, abnormal voltage detectors (VD) and abnormal clock frequency detectors (FD). The experiments discussed in the following section were all conducted with the VD and FD enabled.
Experiments
In this section, we demonstrate controllable instruction replacement through laser irradiation of flash memory on the DUT. Here, three laser parameters, irradiated point on the DUT, duration, and timing, were examined to confirm how they affect the instruction replacement. Figure 3 shows the circuit layout around the flash memory of the DUT. We could easily locate the flash memory because flash memories have noticeable structures and occupy a large part of the entire circuit. The flash memory of the DUT comprises two memory planes (there is a similar plane next to the plane in Fig. 3 (bottom) ). Each plane has 32 memory columns. The ARM instruction has a 32-bit instruction length, and it is assumed that specific bit of the instructions is stored in a specific column. The sense amplifiers near the column decoders were irradiated with lasers and examined to determine which irradiated point affects which bit of the instructions.
Effects of Irradiated Points
Program 1 was saved in the DUT's flash memory. This program stores immediate values 0x00 to registers R5-R10 with MOV instructions. Note that registers R5-R10 all have values 0x00 when no errors occur. Here, assume that faulty values 0x01, 0x01, 0x01, 0x00, 0x00, and 0x00 are stored in registers R5-R10 respectively as a result of laser irradiation. In this case, we infer that laser irradiation replaced the first bits of the first three MOV instructions (#3 to #5 in Program 1) with the value "1," because the least significant byte of the MOV instruction indicates an immediate value to be saved in a register (according to the ARM architecture reference manual [9] ).
As shown in Fig. 3 , eight locations on the column decoder were irradiated with a laser. Figure 4 shows the changes of the DUT's power consumption caused by the laser irradiation. The laser was driven at 600 mV, and the irradiating duration was 1000 ns, which corresponds to approximately nine instruction cycles. The irradiation timing began before MOV instruction #3 and finished after MOV instruction #7 in Program 1. As shown in Fig. 4 , the DUT's power consumption rose at the time of laser irradiation, and Table 3 Faulty values by laser irradiation (dependent on the eight irradiated locations).
Location
R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 1 0x10 0x00 0x10 0x00 0x10 0x00 2 0x20 0x00 0x20 0x00 0x20 0x00 3 0x80 0x00 0x80 0x00 0x80 0x00 4 0x40 0x00 0x40 0x00 0x40 0x00 5 0x01 0x00 0x01 0x00 0x01 0x00 6 0x02 0x00 0x02 0x00 0x02 0x00 7 0x08 0x00 0x08 0x00 0x08 0x00 8 0x04 0x00 0x04 0x00 0x04 0x00 the laser irradiation affected the timing of executing MOV instructions. Table 3 shows the execution results of Program 1 for each irradiated location. Compared to the normal execution result of 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00, the values in registers R5, R7, and R9 showed a difference of one bit from the original immediate value 0x00. These results indicate that laser irradiation replaced one bit of the immediate value field of the MOV instructions with value "1"; thus, faulty MOV instructions were executed. The positions of the faulty bits of the machine code are dependent on the irradiated location, e.g., irradiated location 1 makes the fifth bit of the 32-bit machine code faulty. While faults were injected in R5, R7 and R9, no faults occurred in R6, R8 or R10. Continuing the experiment, it was found that the eight irradiated locations only affected instructions stored in even memory addresses. By further experiment, we identified the irradiated locations that only affect instructions stored in odd memory addresses. Next, the same experiment was conducted with a different program, in which the immediate value 0x00 of Program 1 was rewritten as 0xFF. The results demonstrate that no faults occurred on irradiated locations 1-8, which indicates that the replacements by laser irradiation at these locations were stuck-at-1 faults rather than bit-flip faults. Since the targeted immediate values were 0xFF (all bits 1), stuckat-1 faults on the immediate field of MOV instruction had no effect on the instructions. On the other hand, stuck-at-0 faults were observed at the upper area of each location 1-8. By performing the same experiments on other irradiated locations, we could specify which irradiated locations cause stuck-at-0/1 faults into each bit of 32-bit machine code. Moreover by performing the same experiments to several instructions (ALU, memory operation, and branch instructions), it was observed that the instruction replacements occur except MOV instruction, too. Figure 5 summarizes the results, where irradiated points are represented as a set of coordinates (X, Y). Laser irradiation of the points on the right 16 column decoders of the 32 memory columns made the instructions stored in even memory addresses faulty. Laser irradiation of the locations on the left 16 column decoders of the 32 memory columns made the instruction stored in odd memory addresses faulty. This is conjectured due to the bus-scramble mechanism implemented on the DUT or the two-plane memory structure. The left and right 16 columns of the 32 columns both have 64 points that are sensitive to laser (stuck-at-0 points of each 32 bit and stuck-at-1 points of each 32 bit). The following describes the irradiated points in the right 16 columns because the irradiated points in both right/left 16 columns have the same pattern.
For the irradiated points represented as the set of XY coordinates, the Y coordinate of the irradiated points determines that the injected faults are stuck-at-0 or stuck-at-1 faults. There were two Y coordinates sensitive to laser irradiation, i.e., Y = 0 and Y = 1. Laser irradiation of points at Y = 0 injects stuck-at-0 faults to a bit of the 32-bit machine codes. In contrast, laser irradiation of points at Y = 1 injects stuck-at-1 faults to a bit of the 32-bit machine code. The X coordinate of the irradiated points determines the faultinjected bit position of the 32-bit machine code. The 64 irradiated points in the 16 columns demonstrate a pattern, i.e., 16 points are found in each of the four columns, as shown in Fig. 5 . Figure 5 (top) shows the 16 points in the first four columns. Laser irradiation of these 16 points caused a stuck-at-0/1 fault in the least significant byte of the 32-bit machine code. Note that laser irradiation of coordinate X = N corresponds to the Nth bit fault of the 32-bit machine code. The same irradiated point pattern can be observed in other four columns. The 16 irradiated points in the second four columns replaced each bit of the second byte of the 32bit machine code with "0/1," which was also observed for the third and fourth bytes. In this mean, we could specify the 64 irradiated points that injected stuck-at-0/1 faults to each bit of the 32-bit machine code stored in even memory addresses (as well as the 64 irradiated points affecting the 32-bit machine code stored in odd memory addresses).
Relative to the memory address and bit order, the experimental results differ slightly from the expected results explained in Sect. 3. We consider that this was due to the influence of bus scramble security mechanism implemented on the DUT and the two-plane memory structure. Even if the relationships among irradiated points and the faulty bit position are complicated, profiling them experimentally enables attackers to inject faults into the target bits.
Effects of Laser Power
To investigate the effects of laser power, an alternate version of Program 1 was saved in the DUT's flash memory, in which values 0xFF were stored in the six registers instead of values 0x00. Coordinate (8, 0) in Fig. 5 was irradiated with a laser a hundred times at a setting of supplied voltage. The supplied voltage was increased from 360 mV to 600 mV in 10 mV increments. Irradiation duration was set to 500 ns at each voltage setting, and the irradiation timing started immediately before the execution of the six MOV instructions. Figure 6 shows the output values of R5 to R10 after the laser irradiation and their occurrence frequency within 100 irradiation at each voltage setting. Values 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF are outputs of fault-free execution. As shown in the figure, three faulty outputs, (1) 0x7F 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF, (2) 0x7F 0xFF 0x7F, 0xFF, 0xFF, 0xFF and (3) 0x7F 0xFF 0x7F, 0xFF, 0x7F, 0xFF, were observed during the experiments. According to the earlier experiments in Sect. 4.2.1, laser irradiation of coordinate (8, 0) replaces the 8th bit of machine code stored in even memory addresses with value '0'. The replacements of the 8th bit of machine code correspond to the replacements of the 8th bits of immediate values; the instructions such as MOV regX, 0xFF are replaced with MOV regX, 0x7F, so the faulty values 0x7F are reasonable. For all three kinds of faulty outputs, the faulty value 0x7F appears once per two instructions; this is because the irradiated location (8, 0) affects only the instructions stored in even memory addresses. Whereas the frequency of faulty output (3) increases as the supplied voltage goes up, the frequency of (1) and (2) tend to decrease. These results show that the stronger the supplied power, the longer the effects of laser irradiation; the stronger laser affects more instructions. Since the irradiating duration set to 500 ns corresponds to about 4.5 instruction cycles, it was predicted that the effect of the irradiation that began just before the first MOV instruction did not last until the fifth MOV instruction, when the supplied voltage was low. Also, the frequency of faulty output (2) suddenly went up at approximately 370 mV; afterwards it stayed almost unchanged. This indicates that instruction replacements by laser irradiation occur stably if the supplied voltage is over a certain threshold.
Effects of Laser Duration
To investigate the effects of laser duration, Program 2 was stored on the DUT. This program adds the value 0x01 to register R2 255 times and outputs 0xFF as the value of register R2 when no faults are injected. Here, the machine code of the ADD instruction has an 8-bit immediate value field at the least significant byte. According to the aforementioned result, laser irradiation of the coordinate (1, 0) on the flash memory should replace ADD R2, R2, 0x01 instructions with ADD R2, R2, 0x00 instructions. Note that a longer laser duration is expected to replace more instructions (the longer the irradiation time, the lower the value of register R2). The laser was supplied with 600 mV, and the duration was increased from 250-5000 ns in 250 ns increments, which corresponds to approximately two instruction cycles. For each laser duration, the flash memory was irradiated 100 times, and the output of Program 2 was recorded each time. The obtained outputs differ from each other because the irradiation timing fluctuated somewhat due to internal clock jitters. As a representative value, the average values of each 100 executions were plotted.
The experiment results are shown in Fig. 7 . Value 255 was observed at 250 ns and 500 ns; thus, no faults were injected because the laser irradiation began with the NOP in-structions (#2 in Program 2) and finished before the ADD instructions. The least significant bit of the NOP instructions is 0; thus, laser irradiation of coordinate (1, 0) did not affect the NOP instructions. For settings above 750 ns, the output values of Program 2 decreased linearly by approximately 1 every 250 ns. Note that 250-ns duration corresponds to two instruction cycles. By the increasing laser duration by 250 ns, two more ADD instructions were fetched during irradiation. One of the two additional ADD instructions was stored in an odd memory address; thus, it was unaffected by laser irradiation of coordinate (1, 0) . As a result, it was observed that increasing laser duration by 250 ns reduced the output of Program 2 by approximately 1.
We have confirmed that laser duration can control the number of instructions to be replaced. The ease by which faults can be injected in multiple instructions by increasing laser duration is an advantage of the proposed method. This feature might compromise the security of existing anti-fault countermeasures that assume attackers will not inject multiple faults.
Effects of Irradiation Timing
To investigate the effects of irradiation timing, Program 1 was stored on the DUT, similar to the experiment discussed in Sect. 4.2.1. Under fault-free execution, this program outputs the values 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00. Here, the laser duration was 50 ns, which corresponds to less than one clock cycle. Therefore, this laser irradiation affects only one instruction per shot. The irradiated point and laser power were (1, 1) and 600 mV, respectively;. It was expected that Program 1 would output 0x01 (as a fault value) rather than 0x00.
At irradiation timing t 0 , faulty outputs 0x01 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 were observed. The irradiation timing was increased from t 0 in 10-ns increments. As a result, three faulty outputs 0x01 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00; 0x00 0x00 0x01 0x00 0x00 0x00; and 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x01 0x00 were obtained at the irradiation timing of t 0 to t 0 + 50 ns, t 0 + 200 ns to t 0 + 250 ns, and t 0 + 400 ns to t 0 + 450 ns. These results demonstrate that we can control desired timing of instruction replacement by irradiation timing.
Instruction Replacement Attack on Existing Countermeasures against Instruction Skip
Many existing countermeasures against instruction skips are based on some sort of redundancy. Figure 8 a modified version of this verification algorithm ( Fig. 8(b) ), called "defaultfail", to prevent instruction skip from unexpectedly outputting the ciphertext [10] . Note that defaultfail countermeasure locates the output function at an upper address than the branch instruction, where no data are output if the branch instruction is skipped. Instruction replacement can attack such defaultfail countermeasure by replacing BREQ instructions (an instruction that branches when values are equal) with BRNE instructions (an instruction that branches when values are not equal). To demonstrate this attack, we implemented the defaultfail algorithm on the DUT, where AES was used for both encryption and decryption. Note that the Hamming distance between BREQ LBL SUCCESS and BRNE LBL SUCCESS is 1 in the ARM instruction set; thus, 1bit instruction replacement with our laser setup could inject such replacements of branch instructions. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 9. Figure 9(a) shows the DUT's power consumption when no fault was injected. The correct ciphertext was output after verification. Figure 9 (b) the shows DUT's power consumption when the first fault (to make ciphertext faulty) was injected. Here, no ciphertext was output from the DUT. This was also observed from the DUT's power consumption, i.e., the power consumption after AES decryption differs from that shown in Fig. 9(a) . Next, the second fault (i.e., replace BREQ with the BRNE instruction) was injected subsequent to the first fault. The result is shown in Fig. 9(c) . It was found that the ciphertext was output even though the first fault was injected. Since BREQ was replaced with BRNE, the ciphertext was output if and only if the ciphertext included faults. The result shown in Fig. 9 (c) demonstrates that we were able to obtain faulty ciphertexts successfully. Figure 10 shows examples of a countermeasure based on instruction-level redundancy. Moro et al. proposed a countermeasure against instruction skip by duplicating instructions [6] , and they applied this countermeasure to Thumb-2 instruction set. The proved formally that the countermeasure is secure against an attacker that can inject only a single instruction skip. As shown in Fig. 10 , instruction replacement can easily attack this countermeasure. Moreover, a more sophisticated countermeasure, i.e., a combination of instruction duplication and verify computation of duplicated instructions, has been proposed by Barenghi et al. [11] . Note that instruction replacement can also attack this countermeasure through a combination of the aforementioned replacement techniques.
Discussion: Controllability and Limitation of the
Proposed Attack
Controllability for the Replaced Bit Position
The experiments in Sect. 4.2.1 revealed where the location of irradiated locations control which bit of instruction is replaced, over each bit of entire 32-bit word. Assume that attackers can conduct such exploration experiments in advance. Controlling the laser irradiated location, the attackers can change one bit of instructions running on the attack target. The proposed method is an attack that replaces data to be reading from flash ROM rather than instructions (Many embedded systems use flash ROMs for instruction storage). Therefore, we suppose that the effects of the laser irradiation are not dependent on instructions before replacements and that the proposed method can replace every instruction to be fetched from flash ROM at the same manner. This is found out from the results of the experiments in Sect. 4.2.1, Sect. 4.2.3., and Sect. 5. Three different instructions MOV, ADD, and BREQ were attacked in the respective experiments, and expected faults were injected to three of them).
Controllability for the Number of Instruction Replacements
From the results in Sect. 4.2.3, we found that the longer laser duration causes the instruction replacement over multiple clock cycles. Therefore, the higher clock frequency, the more difficult to inject an instruction replacement fault to one desired instruction. Although the target device runs with the low frequency of 9 MHz as you pointed out, we suppose that the proposed method is applicable to the devices running with high frequency. Let T clk and T duration be the clock period of target device and be the laser duration.
In order not to cause more than one instruction replacement, to satisfy the next expression is required.
Our laser platform can generate 2 ns laser pulse at minimum; thus, we suppose that our laser platform can attack the devices running with up to 1GHz.
Limitation of the Number of Bits Possible to Be Replaced
The experiments conducted in this paper use mono-spot laser station. As mentioned in Sect. 3, this condition has a limitation that the replacement of Hamming distance more than one, between instruction before/after replacement, is impossible. Moreover, another bit replacement after a bit replacement is supposed also difficult since moving laser during the target running to another irradiated point is referred as a hard task. However, even the replacement of Hamming distance one leads to a big threat such as the branch instruction replacement in Sect. 5. Multi-spot laser can irradiate flash ROM with multiple points, thus, it can replace multiple bit of an instruction and different bits of an instruction and another instruction. However, multi-spot laser platform is highly expensive, for example, commercial double-spot laser at least exceeds 200k EURO. Multi-bit replacement is not impossible but considered not practical.
Attack on Other Devices
We consider that the proposed method is applicable to other processor architectures because the proposed method replaces instructions by perturbing the operation of the sense amplifiers in flash ROM. Furthermore, while process shrink is referred as making laser fault injection difficult, NORtype flash ROM, which is used for program storage in many embedded systems, reaches limitation of the shrink (See cypress 2019 flash ROM road map page 4 [12] . Small process less than 45 nm is not presented). Therefore, the proposed method is supposed applicable to the cutting-edge devices.
Conclusion
This paper has shown the following three contributions:
(I) Concept of controllable instruction replacement, (II) Demonstration of the instruction replacement concept on an ARM secure processor, and (III) Instruction replacement attacks that circumvent an existing countermeasure against instruction skip. Through a series of experiments, we have demonstrated that instruction replacement is feasible on an actual ARM device. Many software-based countermeasures against fault attacks attempt to prevent instruction skip faults: however, instruction replacement faults could compromise the security of such countermeasures. In fact, other than this paper, (uncontrollable) instruction replacement faults have been observed on some devices through various fault injection means, these observations can possibly compromise the existing countermeasures. Note that the instruction replacement fault is a common and general threat to embedded devices; thus, the countermeasures against instruction replacement attacks are required in future.
